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Since the publishing of the paper [14] by A. H. Stone locally finite coverings 
have played an increasingly important role in studies of topological spaces. A. H. 
Stone [14], M. Katetov [5], R. H. Bing [2], C. H. Dowker [3], K. Morita [8], [9], E. 
Michael [6], [7], K. Nagami [11] and the others have established relations between 
locally finite coverings, point-finite coverings, paracompactness, full normality and 
the other normalities. The investigations of metrizability by means of locally 
finite coverings and of similar coverings have been made by Yu. Smirnov [13], R. 
H. Bing [2], K. Morita [10] and the author [12].
The^urpose this^apeiTS^ to study relation^s~between rontiiiuous~iunctions 
and locally finite coverings of topological spaces. Using families of continuous 
functions, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for a T2-space to be 
fully normal in an analogous form to Urysohn's lemma and shall give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for metrizability. Furthermore, we shall generalize 
Hausdorffs theorem for continuous functions by using coverings.
I. Full normality
L em m a I. Let R be a topological space and let 0} (a < r)^ >  for
real valued continuous functions f^ on R. I f  {VJa  < t } covers R, and i f
is continuous fo r  every a  ^ then 35 has a locally finite refinements^
P r o o f .  Let W > - | |  and | ; » ; i ^
2), then obviously F,+i*S FaiO = I, 2, •••; a < r). From these F,* we define
Nnct by iV„i= = F** - F„+ip (1 < q :< t) .  Then it is easily seen that
{N„ct\n = l , 2 . . a < r }  covers R. For x^Vi  implies F„i=iV„i for some n, and
Vce, ^CFp (yS< a), K a  < r  imply F ^  for some n and gO. Since
p<«/p i® continuous from the assumption of the proposition, there exists a nbd
The content of this paper is the detail of our note published in Proc. of Japan Acad., Vol. 31, 
No. 10 (1955). Notions and notations but recent ones in this paper are due chiefly to J. W. Tukey 
[15].
1) a ,  /S,  7 ,  T denote ordinals in this lemma.
2 ) In this note coverings and refinements are open but in the proof of Lemma 2.
denotes the function sup {/^ .(:r) | /9 < cr} (:t:  ^ 7?). denotes the value of this
function at x.
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( = neighbourhood) Uix^ of x such that and con­
3 0  J u n - i t i  N a g a t a
sequently ?7Wr-,(p<*K+ip) = '^ . Hence :«:$ F„+ip, and hence x^N„a.
Next, we shall show {iV„^|a<r} is locally finite for a fixed n. Let V J
= {^ l/ ® (^ )> Y —^ -------- -|r- 2 .2"+i } ’ then obviously V^ ' S  If a: € V / ,
x ^ V / ( A < a ) ,  a S r ,  t h e n ^ ^ / f ; ( x ) S Y --------
tinuous, there exists a nbd V(x) of :jc: such that V(x) r^Vnf, = (k { / 3 < a ) .  Moreover, 
Vn+ioi and Vn+iar^Nny = 4* (T > a ) . Hence there exists a nobd of intersecting 
at most one of Nna ( a < r ) .  Therefore Fn^ c^ <rNno^  is closed for every n. Put
n « =  [x\h(.x) ------- F L =  ------- i
-  3. |„ + t} and put M„i= M„«= ( K a  < r ) ,  then for
very n, a < r .  is obvious. If 2, x^M„a, then since F„«S F,' ,^
implies x^N„„. Since ^Cp<«F„,jp implies p<«/p(A:)s|-------- and
consequently p<^,/p(f/(x)) ------- -37^ +1 , U{x) 4^> for some
nbd U(^ x) of a:, it holds p.<a^  Hence implies Nno^
and X^Nna- Thus we conclude Nnc^Mncc-
Now we denote Wtc^  = Mta, W n a , ^ M n c ^ (n^2'). Then 3®= { 1 , 2 ---;
a < r }  is a locally finite refinement of Firstly, we prove that SB covers R. 
Since ^  2 • • • ;  a < r } ^ R ,  for every x ^ R  there exists n  such that x ^ N n ,^
for some a < t  and x^Nmp (m<n ,  jS< t) .  From Nna^Mna we get x^Mna and
n—X
X ^  and hence x ^  Wnc6> Since SB < 5 5  is obvious, we show lastly that SB is 
locally finite. If x  ^Nka^Fky then Nkar  ^ (m >  k, /3 < r ) .  Next, we denote
F« = |x|/«(a:) ------- ---- (a < r )  for a fixed n-&k. If x ^ V J
and X^Vf! (/?<a), a: S r ,  then since S y ------- exists
a nbd V(x) of x such that F (x )o  F„^ p =  <^> Hence V (x) r^M„f. = 4^  and
consequently V{x)r^W„f=4> (/?<ar). Moreover, F"„ and F''*o-M„y = <^ >(T> a).
Therefore there exists a nbd V„{x) of x intersecting at most one of (o ;< t).
k
Hence the nbd r^Nka  of intersects only finitely many Wno6-
In fact, we have no need to assume that covers R, that is to say 
C orollary  I, Let R  he a topological space and lei [.r|/«,C:v) >  0} (a <  t)
3) f  ( U ) ^ k  means f { x ) ^ k  for every U.
4)  We denote by or C(N)  the complement of N.
fo r  real valued continuous functions fa  on R. I f   ^ continuous fo r  every 
a theii there exists a locally finite collection SCS= { TF-y|T 6 C} o f  open sets such 
that Wy^ Va fo r  every T^C  and some a^A,  and such that
Considering A. H. Stone's theorem )^ “ full normality and paracompactness are 
equivalent for T a-spacesw e get the following theorems from this lemma.
T h e o r e m  I. In order that a T^ -space R is fully normal or paracompact it is 
necessary and sufficient that fo r  every open covering { V Ja   ^A}, there exists a family
{ faW^A} o f  real valued functions on R such that f ^iVD = pV^ /js is
continuous fo r  every A.
Proof. Sufficiency is directly deduced from the lemma.
Conversely, if { V J a   ^A} is an open covering of a fully normal T2-space 
R, then there exist a locally finite refinement U={t/p|;6*} of 35 and a covering S® 
such that {/B^B).  Defining continuous functions g^X/^^B)
on i? such that = I, (f/^)-O and 0 ^ / p ^ l, from the locally finiteness
of It we see obviously that is continuous for every C ^ B .  If we put
{gp^U^MVa], then from U<35, and the continuity of {A'^A)
is deduced from the continuity of Since/«, ( - =  O is obvious, the necessity
is proved.
C o r o l l a r y  2. In order that a completely regular space R is fully normal or 
paracompact it is necessary and sufficient that i f  {(p^W^A) is a family of real 
valued continuous functions on R such that a^(Po^  is continuous, then fo r  every £ > 0  
there exists a fam ily {f^W^A} o f  functions on R such that f '^ c^p  ^ {a  ^A), ^ A f 
'~,i^ A<P(A\ ^  is continuous fo r  every B ^  A.
Proof. Necessity. If ^ a(P(x,==<p is continuous on a fully normal Ti-space R, 
then for a given <s>0 we put V^= {x\(pa{x)>(p{x) ~s} {a  ^A). Since 
\a^A) is an open covering of R, we may choose locally finite coverings U={U^,
I  /9 G , SB == { W^ . ^B)  of R such that U < 55, {/3 ^B).  Define continuous
functions g^ , for every S ^ B  such that g^ X^ ) ^(p{x)- £  g^XUp = ~oo^
g^Xx) ^ ( p ( x ) - e ( x e R ) ,  then gp, ^  (Pa and y\^ cgy is obvi­
ously continuous for every CQB. A  = ^ U V a) {oc  ^A) have all the necessasry 
properties.
Sufficiency. Let { V J a ^ A }  is an arbitrary open covering of R, then for every 
X^R  there exist Va^ x and a continuous function (p^  such that cpx{x) =1, cpxi^ V^ ) =0,
Since there exists a family { f J x ^ R }  of continuous functions on R
such t h a t ^  (x £ R ) ,  and is continuous for every SQR.
Hence A ( 3^ ) >  0} ^  >0} ^ for some a A, and {U^lx^R} covers
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5) See [14j.
R. Since from the lemma { V J a ^ A }  has a locally finite refinement, we conclude 
the full normality of R.
Furthermore, we give three already known theorems as direct consequences 
of Theorem I and of Lemma I.
C o r o l l a r y  3. (E. Michael)^^ A regular space R  is paracompact i f  and only i f
OO
every open covering o f  R has an open refinement where each is a local­
ly finite collection o f  open sets.
C o r o l l a r y  4. ( K  NagamiY^ Let R be a topological space and Vn = {x\fn(.x)
> 0} 2, ••• ), where fn are real-valued continuous functions on R. I f  35= {
= 1 , 2, ••• } covers R, then ^ has a locally finite refine^nent.
C o r o l l a r y  5. (A. H. Stone)^) Every fully normal Tg-space is paracompact.
2. MetrizaMlity
T h e o r e m  2. In order that a T-rSpace R is metrizahle it is necessary and su f­
ficient that there exists a family {fa\a^A] o f  real valued continuous functions on 
R such that and ff^  continuous fo r  every B ’^ A , and such that fo r  every
X^R and every nbd U(X) o f  x there exists /«,€ { f J a ^ A }  : f a ( x ) < e  and fc(U^(x)) 
fo r  some 5>0.
Proof We shall prove the sufficiency. Let { f J a ^ A }  be a family satisfying 
the condition of this proposition and put {3^ |/«,(3^ )<r^}, Wra= {y\f<x,(.y)>r}
for rational numbers r '> r> Q  and Urr'{B) -■-= for where
we put ^Byr'c6 = R for B  = = for C(B)=(J). Moreover, we define a
collection Urr'= {Urr'(B)\BQA} of sets. Letting A(x) = \^oc\fa,(x)<- ~^^  ^ | f o r a
definite point a: of R, we get A W ^ and M(x) = {y\^^^^^^f^(y)<r'}
= where M( X)= Riov  A(x)=(j),
N (x )= R  for C(A(x)) =(J). Since and are continuous, M(x) and N(x) are 
open nbd of x such that M(x) {^N(x)QUrr'(A(x)). Hence {M(x) r^N(x)\x  ^R] 
= ^ <Urr'.
Now we shall show that has a locally finite refinement. Obviously it 
holds ^ fa(x )< r\  if and only if ^ ( r + f  ~ f a ( x ) )>  r. Therefore M(x)r^N(x) 
^{y\c^c[Aix))fc^iy)c^{Aix^(f+r'-fc(y))>r}. To prove the continuity of the function 
'^{ O fot,(y) r\ (r+r'~fo,(y))\B£^) =F (y)  for an arbitrary ^ Q 2 ^ ,  we denote by
o5^ C(5) a^B
a the value of this function at a definite point 3; of R. For an arbitrary e > 0  there 
exists a 6 C (5) :/^(3;)<^z+-|- or a  ^B : r + r ' - f ^ ( y ) < a + ~  for every B ^ ^ .  We
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6) See [ 6 ].
7) See [11].
8) A°  denotes the interior of A.
denote by B' the totality of a such that for some
and by B^ ' the totahty of a such that a ^B, r+ r' —fc^ {y )< a+ ~  for some 5
Then ^ b ' + 1" ~f«,(.y))'Sa+~, and C(B)^B'^4>  or
for every 5 6  35. Hence from the continuity of there exists a nbd U{y) of
3; such that ^ B 'fa ,iU iy))< a+ £ . Since ^ B n { r + r ' r + r ' a n d  is con­
tinuous, there exists a nbd V(y) of such that / a (F (3;) ) )< a + e . There­
fore F (U ( y ) r - ,V ( y ) ) ^ a + £  from the definition of F (y). Since 0  /« 0  ( r + t " ~ f j
(X'^ B
= O f a n ^ ( r + r ' - 0^ ) is continuous for every B  Q A, there exists a nbd W(y)
of y such that F (W ( iy ) )> a  — 6. Thus from the firstly proved lemma 5^  has a 
locally finite refinement.
Lastly, let U(x) be a nbd of jr, then there exist a positive rational number r' 
and Qf 6 ^  such that from the property of { f J a ^ A } .  Taking a
rational number r >  O : f a , ( x ) < r< r\  we obtain S (x, U^ r') Q U (x).^  ^ For if x^ Ur/  
( B )y then since f a ( x ) < r  and consequently x^Wra,  it must be a ^B. Hence Urr' 
(B^QVr'a^UCx), and hence S{x,Urrd^U{x).  Take a locally finite refinement 
^rr' for each Urr'y then {"^ rr'W, y' are rational positive numbers} is an enumerable 
family of locally finite coverings, and the totality of sets contained in some 
makes an open basis of R. Since R  is obviously regular, we conclude the metri- 
zability of R  from the theorem by Yu. Smirnov and the author “ in order that 
a regular space is metrizable it is necessary and sufficient that there exists an 
open basis which is an enumerable sum of locally finite collections of open sets.” °^>'
Conversely, if R  is metrizable, then {p{x,y)\x  ^R) satisfies the condition of this 
theorem, where p(x,y) denotes a bounded distance of R.
We give here only two of various possible corollaries of this theorem.
C o r o l l a r y  6. In order that a T^space R is metrizable it is necessary and 
sufficient that we can assign a function cp{x,y) on R x R  having non-negative (bounded) 
values such that I) {y\(p{x,y)<e} (^ > 0) is a nbd basis o f  x fo r  every x^R,  2) 
d(A, x) = S U p  {(p(y, x)\y  ^A} and d(A, x) = inf  {(p(y, x)\y  ^A} are continuous functions 
o f  X fo r  every subset A o f  R.
Proof. It is obvious.
From this corollary, we get easily the following
C o r o l l a r y  7. In order that a Tt~space R is metrizable it is necessary and 
sufficient that we can assign a function (p(x, y) on R x R  having non-negative (bounded) 
values such that I) [yW(x,y) < e }  («s>0) is a nbd basis o f  x fo r  every x^R, 2) 
d(F,x) and d (F ,x )  are continuous functions o f  x fo r  every closed set F  o f  R.
C o r o l l a r y  8. I f  R is a completely regular space, then in order that R is
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9) S (^ , U ) - ^ { f / |
10) See 113J, [12].
metrizable it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a sequence Ln (^ = 1,2, •••) 
of families o f continuous functions on R  such that ^A fa ci'y^ d J^Afa continuous 
fo r  every f^ ^Ln {a  ^A ) fo r a definite n, and such that fo r  every bounded continuous
OO
function f  and every 6 >  O there exist f   ^^^Ln \\ / p -/ l< £ .
Proof. If i? is metric, then Ln== {<p\ \<p{x) ~(p{y)\'^np(ix,y) ( x , y^ R ) }  satisfies 
the condition of the proposition. Assume that f  is an arbitrary bounded continuous 
function of R  such that f { x ) ^ A  {x^R) .  Let Fn= {x\ n e - ^ f ( x ) ^ ( n + \ ) e )  (^ = 0, 
±1, ±2, •••) for a given ^>0  and let = Sj ( j c ) =  for
X^ R'.ne K f ( X ) ^ i n + ! )  e. We take the integer p {x) such that p{x)  — K m  (x) ( A  — ne) 
^ p ( x )  and put fx(y) -PWp(x,y)~\rne.  T h e n 6 L^(^), f^(x )=ne,  and 
( x ) ) ^ A .  Since ye Fn implies ( n - l ) e ^ ^ n f ^ ( y ) ^ n e ,  \ ^ R f x ( y ) - f ( y ) \ ^ 2 e  ( y ^ R ) .
Conversely, the sufficiency is easily checked. Assume that Ln (^ = 1,2, •••) 
satisfies the conditions of this proposition. We define a continuous function / for 
a given point of i? and nbd U(x)  such that f ( x ) = 0 ,  f ( W ( x ) )  ==1, O ^ / ^ I. Then
OO
it must be | o/p.“ / l < i  for some fp.^/^^Ln (/S ^B) .  Hence there exists ^  ^ B :  
f p ( x ) < i  Sind f ( x ) ) > h Hence, as is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 
2, R is metrizable.
We give the following lemma in the form of an extension of Chittenden’s theorem. 
Lemma 2. A T^-space R is metrizable, i f  and only i f  a function (p{x,y) on 
R x R  having non-negative values can be defined so that I ) {y\(p{x,y)<e} (e > 0 ) is 
a nbd basis of x fo r every x^R,  2) fo r  every e > 0  and x^ R  there exist nbds Si(e x ), 
Sz(e x), Ss(e x) o f x : (p(x,y)^e and z G S^ i^e y) imply 2 ^vSiCe x), x) and u^S-i
( ex )  imply u ^ S 2 (e x).
Proof. Since the necessity is clear, we prove only the sufficiency. The proof
is analogous to that of Lemma L We put Sn(x) = {^y\<p(x,y) <-— | , S l(x ) = Si { —  x^ , 
Sl(x ) = S2 (^^ X^, SfXx) = S3 (^~ x'^. To prove firstly the full normality of R,we  
take an arbitrary open covering S5={F«;|a<r} of R  and put V„c^= {x\Sn(x)^Va,}, 
V L = ^ { S i ( x ) \ x e V n J ,
Wna = Mnc6 — ^ tPt {^na\n = l , 2 , , a<r } .  Then it is easily proved that
is a locally finite, not necessarily open refinement of 55. SB <55 is obvious. To 
prove that 5[B covers i?, we assume x^ F^, x^V^X/^ <ot) ,  a < r  for a given x^R .  
Since V ,^ Sn(x)QV^ for some n, and hence S^(x)^V^'a^. Since x$ F «p (/ ?< a ), 
from the property of <p it hold ^  F' g^) =</> (/9<a) .  Hence x^Mna,  and 
hence 2, ; a < r ]  covers R. Now let x^Mnc,  ( m < n ,  ^ < v ) ,
then ; hence covers R. Finally we show the locally finiteness of SB.
For every point x oi R  there exists some Mna • ^  ^Mn^. Then Mno^  is a nbd of .r,
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11) St/m(^)^ {y I y ) ^ m} >  where P{x,  y)  is the distance between and y.
and = ^  (m + /? < r). For a definite natural number m -^n,
we assume V^^X,^<cc), a From the property of <p it hold
and = ( J > a ) ,  hence = ^  ( / ? < a ) ,
V'mars Wmy = 4> (T > a ) .  Therefore the nbd S^(x)r^ of  ^ intersects at most one of 
Wmo^ (Gc<T). Thus we conclude the full normality of R  from E. Michael’s theorem 
“ regular space is fully normal, if and only if every open covering of R has a 
locally finite not necessarily open refinement combining the regularity of R, 
which is easily to be checked.
Let U (x) be an arbitrary nbd of x ^ R ,  then Sn(y)^x  for some n and every 
y^U'^Cx'). Hence S(x, t/(:r), where G i?}. Therefore R  is
metrizable from Urysohn’s theorem.^ )^
From this lemma we get the following extensions of P. Alexandroff and P. 
Urysohn’s theorem.
T h e o r e m  3. A Tt-space R  is metrizable i f  and only i f  there exists an enumer­
able collection = 2, ••• } of open coverings of R  such that
1) {S(jc, = 2, ••• } makes a nbd basis of x for every point x of R,
2) every has an open refinement such that Ut, U^ , Us 6 U,/, Utr^ U2 
U2c^Us^4> imply U t^  U '^^ U s^ U  fo r some where Un does not neces­
sarily belong to {U„|;2 = l, 2, ••• }.
Proof. Since the necessity is obvious, we show only the sufficiency. We define
the function <p{x,y) on R x R  by (p{x,y) =M in  |  y  ^ S(x, H^ ) | , (pix^y) = ! 
if U;,) 2, ••• ). Sincewecanassume U;,, 1 <  !!,,without loss of gener­
ality, it is clear that \^y\(p(x,y)<-~ j^ 2, ••• ) makes a nbd basis of For
every <s>0 we take n'^ ~ . Then (p(x,y)'^e implies and consequently
SKx,U')r^S{y,U^)==^.-^^^ y^ SK x,U ')  implies H/) =c ,^ and hence
Si(<5,:;r) = 52C<^ , a:)= S 3(<5, = !I/) satisfy the condition of the lemma.
Therefore this theorem is valid.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of this theorem.
C o r o l l a r y  9. A Tt-space R  is metrizable, i f  and only i f  there exists a col­
lection {Un\n = l, 2,...} of open coverings such that
1) {Six,Un)\n = \ , 2, ••• } makes a nbd basis of x,
2) every has a star-refinement}^^
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12) See [6 ] .
13) Although Michaers theorem is essentially unnecessary in this proof, his theorem has various 
uses tor simplifying pioots of theorems for coverings.
14) U) -  S(S(ir, 11), 11).
15) We call SS a star-reiinement of U if SS* < U , where { S ( F ,  SS) | F^SS} . We don’t know 
whether “ star-refinement ” in this proposition may be changed with “ delta-refinement.” We 
call SS a delta-refinement of U if SS^= SS)|:tG i?}< U .
3. Extension theorems of continuous functions on uniform spaces
T h e o r e m  4. Let R be a fully normal uniform space with the uniform topology 
defined by the unform coverings G A'} and S a uniform space with the uniform
topology defined by the uniform coverings such that |A'| = I f  f
is a continuous mapping defined on a closed set F  o f  R  and having values in S, 
then S can be imbedded in a uniform space I  which uniform topology is defined by 
a system o f  uniform coverings with the cardinal number m, such that f  can be continu­
ously extended to R with values in T, such that the extension is a homeomorphism o f  
R - F  with T —S, and such that S is a closed sub-uniform space o f  T. I f  f  is a 
homeomorphism, then the extension is also a homeomorphism.
Proof. Since, as it is easily seen, implies U* = {/“^(iV)l
we can choose 2, •••) from {Ua\a^A} such that Ui^
•••. Putting 5 5 ' ^ - { /7| t/G 1X20;}, we get a covering 
of R  such that Since R  is
fully normal, we can choose further a covering ^^ 20, of R such that
We can obtain successively in the same way a sequence of coverings 
of R  such that ^na,A^<^n+io  ^ (n = l , 2 r - ) -
Now we define a sequence of coverings of R  from the above sequence by
= Vr.(R-F)\UeU,^,  V whe r e  m u ,  % J  denotes
the open set ^ {V\<jy^Vr-,F^U, of R. Let us show C/= 1 ,2 , - ) .
We denote by an arbitrary point of R. If S(x, ^i+ia) r^F==(p, then there exists 
such that S(x, = from and the definition
of Hence S(x, ^i+ia^)^Vr^(R-F) If x e  R - F s m d  r^F^cjy,
then since and there exist and Uo^Ui+tci such
that 55/4-taj) “  Vc^ F^U q ]^Xi+tai- From it holds S(^ Uq, y^ i+ioi) =  U'
for some U' Since V r,F^^, Vr^F^U', we get S(:r, J g  F
If x e m u , % ^ i j  and then S(x, r^Fr^N(U,
% + i J - S ( x , ^ i + t J  r^Fr,U^(jy, and hence Uor^U^cj) from S(:r,
QUq. Therefore U ^S(U q, Ui+ta^QU' and consequently. N(U,^i+ia')QN(iU\
Thus we get 5(x, In the case that x ^ F w e  get S(x,
for some t/G and consequently 5 ( r , T h e r e f o r e  
is established.
Putting (i?—F )'^ S = T , we define a mapping /* from R  into T  by /*U ) 
- 2  C z e R - F ) ,  f  ^ (x)-=f(x) ( x e F ) .  Defining coverings 0/«, of T  by 
we see easily C,a,> 2 , . . . ;  a^A).  In fact, y  ^ T, / *(P ) ^y and PG
imply P 3 x  for any point x of R such that f^{x)=y.  Since S(x, S P '  for 
some it hdds S(/*Gr), /*(^,+1J )  = S(j^, O.+i,,) g/*(PO  6 0,-«,.. In addition
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16) We denote by \A\ the cardinal number of the set A,  We denote by a '  the image of a  by 
a one-to-one mapping from A onto A'.
we note that /^1 , 2 , . . 6  is obvious from the definition
of 0 /«,.
Ii y  ^ J  — S, then since =x  ^R - F  and F  is closed, we get r^F
r^ F=^ (}) for some Therefore S(x, r^F=<p, and hence S(y,
Hence S is a closed subset of T. Furthermore, for every distinct 
points 3^ 1, 3^ 2 of T  there exists such that 3^2$  Thus we can define
a uniform topology in ( R - F ) ^ S  by the uniform covering system consisting of 
all the finite intersection coverings of (a  ^A, f = l , 2, *^*), and obtain the uni­
form space T  and the extension /* of / satisfying conditions in this theorem.
The following Hausdorff’s theorem is the direct consequence of this theorem 
for m==Ho.
Hausdorjf'S theorem?^  ^ I f  R and S are metric spaces, F  is a closed set o f  R and 
i f  f  is a continuous mapping from  F  into S, then S can be imbedded isometrically 
in a metric space T  such that f  can be continuously extended to R with values in T, 
such that the extension is a homeomorphism o f R -F  with T-S, and such that S is 
a closed sub-space o f  T, I f  f  is a homeomorphism, then the extension is also a 
homeomorphism.
Finally, let us discuss extension theorems in the case that R is not fully normal.
T h e o r e m  5. Theorem 4 is valid when R is normal and F  satisfies the second 
countability axiom or when R is normal and S satisfies the second countability axiom.
Proof. We assume that R  is normal and F  satisfies the second countability 
axiom and that {'^Ja  ^A} and {931«,^ |a' 6 A'} are uniformities of S and R  respectively. 
If we denote by / a continuous mapping on F  having values in S, then f'^ 0 la)  
= Ua is a normal covering of F.^ ^^  We choose a sequence = > U2aj >U*^>
••• of coverings from {f~^OJla)\oc  ^A} in the same way as in the proof of Theorem
4. Since F  satisfies the second countability axiom, there exists a locally finite 
enumerable refinement U= { I /7 = 1 , 2, ••• } of U2a. Let us denote by Xlo={t/o«l 
;^  = 1 , 2, •••} a covering of F su ch  that UonQUn = 2, •••), and consider con­
tinuous functions cpn on R  such that (pn(F-Un)=Oy O^cpn^l.  If we
put W„=^{x\(pn(x')>0}, then S t W n = W ^ F a n d  m ^F<U 2c. for 2B= { = 2, •••}. 
Now we take a continuous function (po on R  such that (Pq(W)=1, (po(F)==0, O^ 
^ l ,  and define £/0= { l^/oW >0}.  Then we have an enumerable covering 
^{Uq, Ut, f/2, ••• } of R  such that Ut, U^ , •••} of R  such that
Since is a normal covering from Corollary 4, we have a normal covering 
= of R  such that ^20^.
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17) See [ 4 ]. R. Arens, [ I ] gives some extensions and a brief proof of Hausdorff’s theorem by 
a different method from us.
18) A covering of i? is called normal, when there exists a sequence I, 2, ••• } of cover­
ings such that I, 2,--- ).
Next, we take a normal covering of R  such that and a normal
covering 2B2o5 of R  such that 2^ 2«; A F >  in the same way as in the case of 
Putting 5520^  = 2^ 20^  A ^2«^, we have a normal covering such that 
55205 A F <  Us^ . Repeating such processes, we obtain a sequence of uniform cover­
ing >  --'Of R  such that 55,-«, AF<U^+i^ (/=1,2 •••) 
for every a € A. The remainder of the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 
4 and is omitted.
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